WORKSHOP
Slavery, Secession, the Civil War, and Reconstruction

LOCATION
Region One Education Service Center
1900 W. Schunior Street
Edinburg, Texas 78541

DATE
Wednesday, February 10
7:45 a.m.-3:50 p.m.

8:30–8:45 a.m. Opening remarks
Michael L. Gillette
Humanities Texas

8:45–9:30 a.m. Slavery
Nikki Taylor
Texas Southern University

9:35–10:20 a.m. Election of 1860
Andrew Torget
University of North Texas

10:40–11:25 a.m. The Civil War
Jennifer L. Weber
University of Kansas

11:30 a.m.–12:15 p.m. Latinos in the Civil War
Jerry D. Thompson
Texas A&M International University

1:00–1:45 p.m. Reconstruction
Michael Les Benedict
The Ohio State University

1:50–3:50 p.m. Primary source seminars with faculty

THIS WORKSHOP WAS MADE POSSIBLE WITH SUPPORT FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS AND THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES.
TEACHER PARTICIPANTS

EMMANUEL ABIRO, ALTON MEMORIAL JR HIGH, MISSION
GERALD ALMEIDA, B L GRAY J H, MISSION
FRANCISCO ALVARADO, LOS CIATLES MIDDLE, LOS FRESNOS
ABEL ANGULO, MARY HOGE MIDDLE, WESLACO
JUAN ARREDONDO, RESACA MIDDLE, LOS FRESNOS
JENNIFER BANDA, DORA M SAUCEDA MIDDLE, DONNA
ROBERT BARBOSA JR., SHARRYLAND H S, MISSION
JAMES BOYLE, SHARRYLAND NORTH J H, MISSION
JEFFERY BURGELIN, SHARRYLAND NORTH J H, MISSION
SANDRA CARDONA–CRUZ, EDINBURG H S, EDINBURG
MIGUEL CISNEROS III, DIAZ J H, HIDALGO
WENDY CORONADO, W B GREEN J H, LA FERIA
ELISA CULBerson, SHARRYLAND NORTH J H, MISSION
LISA FLORES, IRENE CARZA MIDDLE, LA JOYA ISD
PATRICIA CARZA, JOSE BORREGO MIDDLE, MONTE ALTO
DOROTHY GONZALEZ, PORT ISABEL J H, PORT ISABEL
ADRIANA HARZA–KRELL, ACHIEVE EARLY COLLEGE H S, MCALLEN
CLAUDIA HERNANDEZ, RIO HONDO J H, RIO HONDO
RAUL HERNANDEZ, MERCEDES J H, MERCEDES
CIRO HERNANDEZ, B L GRAY J H, MISSION
JOSE JESUS HERNANDEZ, MEMORIAL MIDDLE, MISSION
SANDRA HERRERA, DE LEON MIDDLE, MCALLEN
JOSEPH KAZMIERCZAK, LORENZO DE ZAVAULA MIDDLE, LA JOYA
JOEY LOERA, RESACA MIDDLE, LOS FRESNOS
DELIA LOPEZ, W B GREEN J H, LA FERIA
ALICIA LOYA, IRENE M GARCIA MIDDLE, MISSION
ELIAS LOZANO, B L GARZA MIDDLE SCHOOL, EDINBURG
JOSE LUNA JR, MERCEDES J H, MERCEDES
GILBERT MARTINEZ, LYNDON B JOHNSON, LAREDO
RAUL MARTINEZ, W A TODD MIDDLE, DONNA
DIAMANTINA MARTINEZ, LORENZO DE ZAVAULA MIDDLE, LA JOYA
RAMON MEJIA, MERCEDES J H, MERCEDES
ZOILA MENDIOLA, IRENE M GARCIA MIDDLE, MISSION
ROXANNE METTLACH, DE LEON MIDDLE, MCALLEN
MELISSA MORIN, VETERANS MIDDLE, RIO GRANDE CITY
ASHLEY MUNIZ, DORA M SAUCEDA MIDDLE, DONNA
JOHN NEELEY, B L GRAY J H, MISSION
MARA NINO, SHARRYLAND NORTH J H, MISSION
YANET OLESINI, DE LEON MIDDLE, MCALLEN
JAMES ORTIZ, RESACA MIDDLE, LOS FRESNOS
ROSALINDA PINKERTON, CENTRAL MIDDLE, WESLACO
ANNA POMPA, ANN RICHARDS MIDDLE, MISSION
CORINA PUENTE, BEATRIZ G CARZA MIDDLE, WESLACO
ABNER QUIROGA, RIO HONDO J H, RIO HONDO
ROLANDO RAMOS, ARMANDO CUELLAR MIDDLE, WESLACO
JUDY RODRIGUEZ, VETERANS MEMORIAL H S, MISSION
MELISSA RUTIAGA, EDINBURG H S, EDINBURG
ANALICIA SPRINGER, RESACA MIDDLE, LOS FRESNOS
CRAIG STONE, VETERANS MEMORIAL H S, BROWNSVILLE
JOSE TALLABAS, WHITE J H, MISSION
BRITTNEY THORNTON, IDEA MCALLEN COLLEGE PRE., MCALLEN
ELIZABETH TREVINIO, BEATRIZ G CARZA MIDDLE, WESLACO
GUSTAVO TREVINO, WHITE J H, MISSION
PRISCILLA URIBE, MERCEDES J H, MERCEDES
LIBBY VAZQUEZ, VETERANS MEMORIAL H S, MISSION
DOMINIC VILLARREAL, LOS CIATLES MIDDLE, LOS FRESNOS
DANIEL ZUNIGA, MERCEDES J H, MERCEDES

Workshop was relevant and professionally useful.
Workshop was intellectually stimulating.
Workshop compares favorably with other professional development programs.